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CONCEPTUALISATION OF THE SCIENTIFIC PROBLEM

The examination of migration from a security perspective constantly emerges as a question of high priority in the civil, the law enforcement and the national security services. In my opinion it is expedient to examine the security threats posed my migration not only from point of view of public order but also from other aspects such as those of public health, national security and others.

Migration and its efficient management have become one of the most important political questions of the European Union by today. Questions such as: how long the present migration policies can be left basically unchanged, and what means are at the disposal of the EU to prevent and hinder the unwanted processes and effects of illegal migration, have been on the agenda for many years.

The monitoring of the structural and legal system, the overview of challenges and possibilities the special staff of the Hungarian migration management face, the threat assessment needing national security activity, the reconnaissance of the human traffickers organising migration, expressly illegal migration, and national security vetting of migration all add up to such a complex problem, the thorough examination of which can lead to the correction of the system or to the initiation of more effective conditions in this field. I have experienced that despite the “national security approach”, usually it is the very role of the national security services that is not assessed and evaluated. The migration management by the national security services is a topic that has not been elaborated yet but cannot be missing from the row of studies focusing on the security aspects of migration. The academic problem thus is the security threats of migration that need the involvement of law enforcement forces and national security services (the intelligence community) and the legal, structural and activity reactions answering these threats.

THE GOALS OF THE RESEARCH

- My general goal was to review foreign and Hungarian studies, dissertations, year books and other publications dealing with the national security treatment of migration, by the evaluation of which I could have the opportunity to disclose and conflict international and domestic problems
• To define the terms of the security of the nation and national security and their relationship. To delaminate the field of law enforcement from national security in order to suit the terminology of migration management to the premises set in the hypotheses.

• To present migration is a phenomenon bearing risks that need national security intervention.

• To disclose these threats in order to examine within what legal, structural and professional framework the law enforcement organs and the national security services manage the questions of migration.

• To disclose and evaluate the practical security experiences that occurred after the Schengen Zone accession.

• To present that national security presence can accurately be delimited along threats, thorough and deep security vetting – due to its effectiveness – does not limit but gives more freedom to society.

• To show that vetting by effective methods and means is subservient in a limited circle of targets.

• My special goal is – based on the findings of this paper – to make recommendations to decision makers with the purpose of achieving legal and structural changes.

**HYPOTHESES**

1. Migration is a complex – not exclusively a security – issue. Nevertheless it is such a significant challenge for Europe and Hungary that the threats posed by its both forms – legal and illegal – need to be treated not only from a law enforcement point of view but from a national security perspective, as well. I consider the investigation, evaluation and elimination of these threats constantly necessary. For the national security services it is a legal obligation to take part in migration management, but as organisations in charge of guarding the nation’s security, in my opinion, the services should get a more important role in the management of the issue.

2. I presume that the national security services have strong professional and structural ties with law enforcement organs, on the other hand they are characterised by unique internal principals.
3. I presume illegal migration and its latency have on the whole grown in Hungary during the research period. Taking advantage of the means provided for legal migrants within the Schengen Zone could have given opportunity for illegal migrants to move westwards.

4. In my opinion the security threats posed by legal and illegal migration cannot be strictly detached, in case of Hungary they are interconnected at several points. The former provides tools that allow for the concealment of illegal migration purposes by enabling legal entrance (visa application), or legalising the stay of people already in the Schengen Zone (refugee application).

5. According to my hypothesis, the integration of the Police and the Border Guards – from illegal migration point of view – generated system-level problems which transitionally had a negative impact on the security of the nation and posed threats not only on public order but on national security as well. In this situation, according to my prior knowledge the migration laws valid until 24 December 2010 and the functioning of the competent authorities were basically suitable for filtering out the threats.

METHODS OF THE RESEARCH

- I have aspired to disclose the general and specific elements of the scientific problem in the course of my research.
- I have used deduction and induction methods endeavouring to take advantage of both.
- I have used historic and comparative methods for dealing with theoretic issues, and also international and domestic literature on migration management. I have disclosed the international experiences of national security management of migration with the help of the comparative method by analysing the accessible data.
- I tried to verify or criticise hypotheses by analysing the documents (reports, résumés, and case studies) connected to migration of the Police, the Office of Immigration and Nationality, the former Border Guards, and of foreign and domestic national security services.
- Of the sociological methods I paid special attention to interviews. I have made structured depth interviews with law enforcement, national security and immigration experts.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH BY CHAPTERS

In Chapter 1 I have laid down the theoretic basics of law enforcement and national security based on which the research of the phenomena of migration could be carried out from a security point of view. I have processed, systematised and criticised the available literature. Then having reviewed and analysed national security theories, having made a distinction between national security threat and risk and having pointed out the correlations, I verified my hypothesis: the national security services have strong professional and structural ties with law enforcement organs, on the other hand they are characterised by unique internal principals. I have discovered that the central element of the national security field is national security risk.

In Chapter 2 I have established illegal migration, despite our accession to the Schengen Zone, has not decreased during the research period. In fact it has – although compared to the process following the period of my research to a lesser extent – somewhat increased. In the circle of culprits connected to illegal migration the number of Afghan citizens was significant. Apart from their growing appearance as asylum applicants, their departure from receiving camps needs attention from security points of view. I have stated that Hungary has become more attractive from migration aspects during the research period; opportunities provided by Hungarian legislation with the pretence of legal migration have strengthened illegal migration. From point of view illegal migration management the integration of the Police and Border Guards has generated system-level problems.

In Chapter 3 on the basis of the experiences of foreign national security services I have stated the operative defence of the migration authorities of the different countries is of significant importance. I have presented the legislative basics of the Hungarian migration vetting system. I have analysed Hungarian national security work from the aspects of scope of activity, structure and risks. I have surveyed and evaluated the migration management of several countries from a national security aspect. I have come to the conclusion that – because of the use of secret service means and methods, in protection of the sources – any national security service is unable or only limitedly able to enforce its interests in criminal procedures. I have proved that the Danish double level model, similarly to the British one is able to integrate sensitive source information. I have verified both forms of migration (legal and
illegal) impose national security risks. I have confirmed and proved the security threats posed by legal and illegal migration cannot be strictly detached, even in Hungary’s case security risks connected to both types of migration are interconnected at several points.

In Chapter 4 I have reviewed the results of the series of interviews connected to the research. As a research method I interviewed law enforcement, criminal law, immigration and national security experts using previously compiled questionnaires. It has become univocal that beside illegal migration the vetting of legal migration is equally important. In the enforcement of security interests the method of entry is of less importance than the thorough knowledge of the background (antecedents) of the migrant. The research has proved that immigration experts find national security vetting essential. Legal back-stairs of the examined period between 2007 and 2010 aggravated the work of law enforcement organs and national security services.

SUMMARISED CONCLUSIONS

- As a tendency illegal migration is used for concealing or accomplishing intentions of illegal migration. Consequently vetting of legal migrants remains an outstandingly important issue. I have pointed out in my research that national security aspects and secret service operations have a distinct place and play a defined role in the management of migration.

- The countries of Western Europe by now are going through an open crisis of multiculturalism which has brought to surface the taboo of the hopelessness of social integration. A pliancy and the aim to become accepted demands exceptional toil from the migrants’ part which, however, does not always lead to successful integration. The uneducated masses with illegal migration background are unable to join the circulation of global capitalist knowledge based societies and often turn against modernisation. Finally they turn away from the civilisation values of Europe, entering the hall of radicalisation and terrorism.

- East-Central Europe, the ten “new” EU member states are in a favourable position as regards to social risks of migration. Migration – which has intertwined with the national policy deriving from our unique historical situation – has brought demographic advantages for Hungary in the past few decades, especially after 2010. In my opinion too, on the long run, however, a general, not a security type vetting needs to be defined corresponding to a migration strategy. Certain professionals, the
representatives of certain scientific fields could be encouraged even by incentives to settle down in Hungary. To achieve this goal we need to have a reliable system of migration management able to filter out unwanted persons.

- In the course of my research I have come to the conclusion that all available information related to migration needs to be concentrated, thus the establishment of an analytical-evaluation centre is necessary.
- I have proved that the integration of law enforcement forces had a negative impact on the struggle against illegal migration.

NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS

1. I have justified that migration management has national security aspects since migration carries national security risks, too, necessitating professionally well found proportionate and effective measures.

2. I consider it to be a scientific result that through my research I have elaborated the operational and structural aspects of the national security services from points of view migration. I have proved the necessity of national security operations in my thesis, and have organised the competencies focused on countering migration of the external and internal intelligence services and those of the special service for national security.

3. I consider compiling the complex catalogue of risks to be of new scientific value containing the risks and challenges posed by global, regional and local migration on public law and on national security.

4. By the comparative analysis and assessment of international and domestic examples I have proved it is necessary to change the legal framework of national security vetting of migrants in order to achieve classified data of the information gathering process can be duly utilised in the course of legal procedures. I have proved that some countries provide such legal means and judiciary fora that enable security services to enforce their interests efficiently.
PRACTICAL USAGE OF SCIENTIFIC RESULTS

- Based on the contents of my thesis, I think the results of my research can be utilised in a number of fields, e.g. in the preparation for structural corrections, when means and force need to be assigned for the struggle against illegal migration. It is important to take into consideration the results that came to surface in my research when the recommended changes in the legal framework are brought about.

- The catalogue has presented a circle of risks which can orientate the government in requesting information related to migration and in tasking the competent services. If the analyst (coordinating) forum connected to migration should be set up, information requests could be specified, made more accurate periodically by constant monitoring and synthesis of the processes.

- I have presented in details in the thesis – especially in relation to the interviews – it is necessary to train the staff of the immigration authorities and law enforcement organs on national security risks and specified migration risks. On the one hand the knowledge of the external intelligence services can be implanted into the everyday operations of police forces, border guards and public servants who encounter migrants on a daily basis. On the other hand the external security services could provide preventive type awareness programmes. By the extension and refinement of the catalogue the circle of migration risks could be utilised in Hungarian higher education, especially in public service training.

RECOMMENDATIONS

- It would be expedient to work out the structural reorganisation of the Police in such a way that a service countering illegal migration (especially human trafficking and human trade) related crime is set up as an operative exploratory unit.

- In order to measure migration processes and to keep the government constantly informed – following the German example – the establishment of a migration analyst (coordinating) group is inevitable in Hungary.

- I recommend the designation of the fight against illegal migration to the Intelligence Office and the Constitution Protection Office in the course the amendment of the Act on National Security.
• The setting up of special migration judiciary body members of which – after having gone through national security screening – along with appointed attorneys could have access to qualified information (even of those originating from foreign secret services) would be expedient.

• In order to explore terrorist background it is necessary to provide the immigration authorities with special questionnaires which – in the course of interviewing migrants – could prompt officials about potentially dangerous persons. A series of lectures or trainings presenting the crisis areas is also inevitable.
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